Abstract. We show that there exists an analytic set A c <«>" X a" and having o-compact vertical sections such that A contains no analytic set B with compact vertical sections and having the same projection to the first coordinate as A. This answers a question of J. R. Steel.
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The last fact is an easy consequence of the Effective Perfect Set Theorem [2, 4F.1].
Finally, define
Then A is 2} and has countable vertical sections. Moreover, since each Qa is finite, it follows that tt(A) = uu. Suppose now that B c A, B is 2j and B has compact vertical sections. Find a code a0 for B; that is, find a0 such that B = Ra (= {(a, ß): R(a0, a, /?)}). Since Ba c Aa and Aa is discrete, it follows that Ba is finite. In particular, Bao = Ra^a¡¡ is finite. So, by (c), B^ c Q^. But also Bao c Aa¡¡ C o?" -Qa<¡. It follows that Ba<¡ = 0 and hence ir(B) =/= ua = w(/l). This completes the proof.
We conclude with some remarks. A. The above shows that the following weak 'reduction' property fails for analytic sets:
If An, n > 0, are analytic subsets of ua with U ">0 An ~ <0"' tnen there exist analytic sets B", n > 0, such that (V «)(/?" C An), lim sup B¡ = 0 and U n>0 R" = ua.
B. With the same notation as in the proof of the Theorem, define A * = (uu x u") -Q. Then A* is 2¡ and its vertical sections, being cofinite, are of measure one under any continuous probability measure on uu, are comeager and are dense G3's. But, as is easy to check, A * does not admit a Borel (Aj) uniformization. This shows that the uniformization results of Blackwell and Ryll-Nardzewski [1], Sarbadhikari [3] and Srivastava [4] do not extend to analytic sets.
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